
Emile d'Erlanger commissioned Salvador Martínez Cubells to transfer these pieces to canvas in the 
1870s.  These pieces include depictions of a "fountain" and a "pilgrimage" at the same place that the 
artist earlier depicted a "meadow." A goat-horned being addresses a circle of bestial-faced women in a 
painting from this series, which also includes ~Two Old Men Eating Soup~. The walls of the Quinta del 
Sordo were the original medium of, for 10 points, what disturbing series by Francisco Goya? 
ANSWER: _Black_ Paintings 
 
This phenomenon may have peaked following a Saint-Jean-Baptiste Day parade in which a man refused 
to leave his seat while rioters threw rocks and bottles.  A board game satirizing this phenomenon was 
designed by George Reti, awarded victory to the first player to lose all assets to the government, and 
was marketed as "the game of chance where you have no chance." At rallies promoting the campaign 
slogan "Come work with me," screaming girls exhibited this phenomenon, contributing to Robert 
Stanfield's defeat in 1968. For 10 points, name this wave of excitement for the Liberal Party leader in 
Canada. 
ANSWER: _Trudeaumania_ 
 
This man starred alongside the actor Desiré in the staging of one of his compositions. This composer of 
~Don Quichotte et Sancho Pança~ and ~Chilperic~ was known as a “musicotherapist.” This composer 
based ~Mam'zelle Nitouche~ on his own life story. For 10 points, name this composer, born Florimond 
Ronger, who invented operetta in Paris. 
ANSWER: _Hervé_ 
 
This man congratulated a women's college graduating class in his lauded commencement address "The 
Significance of the Bachelor's Degree." This founder of the Reform League of Baltimore and National 
Municipal League was dubbed the "Crook Chaser" for his dogged opposition to the tobacco trust during 
his tenure as Theodore Roosevelt's attorney general. In that role, he first established the Bureau of 
Investigation. For 10 points, name this founder of the agency later renamed the FBI, whose grandfather 
Jérôme was named Prince of Westphalia by this man's great-great-uncle Napoleon. 
ANSWER: Charles Joseph _Bonaparte_  
 
One of these people uttered the ambiguous phrase "baba bakale" while dying. One of these people 
created the katha or discursive style of scriptural recital. The third of these people introduced the 
dasvandh tithe system and set up sangatias as chiefs over different regions called manji. The second of 
these people introduced a system of spiritual wrestling called Mall Akhara. Amar Das, the third of these 
people, finalized the custom of communal meals at the langar. Gobind Singh was the last human holder 
of, for 10 points, what office begun by Nanak which led Sikhism? 
ANSWER: Sikh _guru_s 
 
This president's sole Supreme Court appointment almost failed due to the nominee's 1859 prosecution 
of a newspaper editor under the Fugitive Slave Act; he succeeded by one vote in the Senate in adding 
Stanley Matthews to the Court after his predecessor failed to secure a floor vote. This man expressed his 
complaints about the White House menu by sarcastically offering his oatmeal to Sitting Bull. Thomas 
Brady and this man's campaign manager Stephen Dorsey were both implicated in Post Office bid-rigging 
known as the Star Route scandal. This man likely acquired an infection from incompetent physician 
Willard Bliss, who also interfered with Alexander Graham Bell's efforts to use a newly invented metal 
detector to locate a bullet wouund he received at Sixth Street Station. For 10 points, name this 
president who was assassinated by Charles Guiteau in 1881. 
ANSWER: James A. _Garfield_ 



 
Calculations within this field of study may be affected by the phenomena of core extensivity or size 
consistency. This field may use the Peter Knowles-designed software package MOLPRO in order to 
perform new state-averaged quadratically convergent methods or complete active space SCF.  This field 
may analyze conial intersections of potential energy surfaces using the equation for a phenomenon 
excluded from the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, vibronic coupling. For 10 points, name this branch 
of chemistry which studies the effects of modern physics on models of chemical structure and action. 
ANSWER: _quantum chemistry_ 
 
On The Simpsons, a parody of this song adds the lyrics "I've got a crooked spine" and "you're better than 
us!" and is performed by Cletus Spuckler's children. This song has been parodied three times by Seth 
MacFarlane, including before Peter leaves for gay conversion camp. A 2020 SNL episode features a 
parody of this song which notes plans to rent a house with "four other guys named Hans" and that the 
current year is "1930-bad," performed by Cecily Strong and  John Mulaney. A gazebo is the backdrop for 
messenger boy Rolfe and Liesl's reflections on a girl whose age is "on the brink" in, for 10 points, what 
song from The Sound of Music? 
ANSWER: "_Sixteen Going on Seventeen_" 
 
A short story by this author features Josefina, whose husband is appealing a prison sentence and who 
works for the racist and crotchety Amy Dunbar in Chicago. In a novel by this man, a French-speaking 
secretary responds to an ad at Donceles 815 and eventually transforms into General Llorente, who 
relives his life with the equally shapeshifting Consuelo. This author of The Crystal Frontier and Aura 
dedicated to C. Wright Mills a novel in which a man betrays Gonzalo Bernal after joining the revolution 
against Porfirio Diaz and then grows rich selling extraction contracts to American companies. For 10 
points, name this Mexican author of The Death of Artemio Cruz. 
ANSWER: Carlos _Fuentes_ 
 
This island is where Dr. Yakub invented white people according to the Nation of Islam. In Greek myth, 
this island was brought to the surface after Selene repeatedly begged Artemis, whose shrine at Mount 
Latmos was located on the shore near this island at Caria. A book written on this island discusses the 
pouring of seven bowls, the arrival of the Whore of Babylon, and the resurrection of martyrs to live with 
Christ for a thousand years. For 10 points, name this Greek island where St. John wrote Revelation. 
ANSWER: _Patmos_ 
 
In this novel, Rita Cohen is blamed for orchestrating terrorist attacks such as the bombing of the Old 
Rimrock post office, though the protagonist's daughter Merry may have acted on her own accord. Dawn 
has an affair with the architect William Orcutt in this novel, which follows the effects of 1960s turmoil 
on the suburbs of Newark and the owner of a glove factory who is nicknamed "the Swede." Seymour 
Levov is the protagonist of, for 10 points, what novel by Philip Roth? 
ANSWER: _American Pastoral_ 
 
One of the two survivors of this event was eventually repatriated and remains an important member of 
the Supreme People's Assembly. The other survivor of this event defected and became a pastor at the 
Sungrak Sambong church. The instigators of this event escaped patrols at Nogo Mountain and assaulted 
the Segeomjeong–Jahamun checkpoint. 31 members of Unit 124 of the KPA were neutralized during this 
attempt to kill Park Chung-hee. For 10 points, name this 1968 North Korean attack on South Korea's 
presidential palace. 
ANSWER:_ Blue House_ raid 



 
The elite opposition to this group was known as the Goose Creek Men. These people were disliked by 
common settlers due to failing to provide aid in the Yamasee War and in the attack on Charlestown 
during Queen Anne's War. These people awarded 150 acres per slave to every landowner after receiving 
possessions confiscated from Robert Hearth in a 1663 charter from Charles II. William Berkeley, George 
Carteret, and the Earl of Shaftesbury were among these people, who in 1669 adopted a "fundamental 
constitution" written by John Locke. For 10 points, name this group of eight people who founded the 
Carolinas. 
ANSWER: the _Lords Proprietors_ 
 
Tim Kelly combined this concept with Benjamin Bloom's "mastery" model. Predecessors to this concept 
include Alison King's "guide on the side" concept and Eric Mazur's Peer Instruction. An advocate of this 
concept often tells a story about a girl named Annabelle who "learned how to learn." This concept was 
pioneered in the Colorado Springs suburb of Woodland Park by chemistry teachers Aaron Sams and 
Jonathan Bergmann. Turkey's MEF University claims to exclusively use this method, which may rely on 
custom-recorded materials or lectures from sources such as Khan Academy. For 10 points, name this 
educational trend involving the viewing of lectures at home before doing practical work in school. 
ANSWER: _flipped classroom_ 
 
A statue designed by this man which includes an enormous rolled-up flag was climbed by an electric car 
in 1913 as part of a sales stunt by Detroit Electric representative Eugene McDonald. This creator of the 
John Logan Memorial in Chicago also designed a gilded monument at the center of Grand Army Plaza in 
Manhattan depicting William Tecumseh Sherman and the standing Lincoln in Chicago's Lincoln Park. 
Black soldiers of the 54th Massachussetts are remembered by another of his sculptures. For 10 points, 
name this creator of the Robert Gould Shaw Memorial in Boston. 
ANSWER: Augustus _Saint-Gaudens_ 
 
A pair of compositions by this man includes a C-sharp minor piece that starts in larghetto and contains a 
"più mosso" section in the middle, and a companion piece in D-flat major that is in 6/8 and markd "lento 
sostenuto." A 3/2 meter is used in the contemplative largo third movement of his cello sonata in G 
minor. This composer of the Grande valse brillante and Farewell Waltz has compositions chronicled in 
the KK catalog compiled by Krystyna Kobylańska. For 10 points, name this composer of numerous 
etudes, nocturnes, and mazurkas, many of which celebrate the Polish musical tradition. 
ANSWER: Frédéric François _Chopin_ 
 
Since the 1980s the BLEG process has been used to identify areas suitable for this activity. This economic 
activity largely relies on the MacArthur-Forrest process, which uses thirteen percent of the world's 
cyanide supply to form soluble coordination complexes of the compound sought in this activity. This 
activity may seek to purify tellurides such as sylvanite. "Parting" must be used to complete this activity 
in areas with a high concentration of electrum. Carlin deposits are subject to the placer type of this 
activity, whose largest center is at Grasberg in Indonesian Papua. People engaged in this activity in the 
19th century might have jumped up and down while slapping their knees with a hat to celebrate 
successful pans. For 10 points, name this activity performed by prospectors that extracts a valuable 
metal. 
ANSWER: _gold mining_ 
 



This man attempts to arrest Mordaunt for regicide but is forced to let Mordaunt drown after a boat 
explosion following his escape into a secret passage during a duel. Fictitious "memoirs" attributed to this 
person were written by Gatien de Courtilz de Sandras and published in 1700. After successfully 
capturing rogue finance minister Nicholas Fouquet in a horse chase, this man dies while besieging 
Maastricht in the Franco-Dutch War. This man, who returns jewels to Anne of Austria after his first 
excursion to England, reappears in The Vicomte of Bragelonne and Twenty Years After following his 
discovery of a fluer-de-lis on the shoulder of Milady de Winter. For 10 points, name this swordsman who 
continuously encounters Athos, Porthos, and Aramis during The Three Musketeers. 
ANSWER: _D'Artagnan_ 
 
Repression in this country was the subject of the book Stolen Lives by Malika Oufkir. An opposition 
leader in this country founded the Tricontinental Conference and the National Union of Popular Forces 
before likely being assassinated by this country's government in Paris in 1965. Many dissidents in this 
country were imprisoned at Tazmamart following a failed 1972 military coup. This non-Italian country's 
Years of Lead purged opponents of Alaouite dynasty king Hassan II. For 10 points, name this country 
which fought against indigenous Rif Mountain dwellers and claims control of the Western Sahara. 
ANSWER: _Morocco_ 
 
This philosopher offered "ideas that represent non-things as things" as the definition of "material 
falsity," which he then explains includes the notion of coldness. The fourth section of a book by this 
philosopher uses the phantom pain of amputees and the false sensations produced by damaged nerves 
as examples of unreliable perceptions, which he divided into the categories of cognitive error and errors 
of sensory representation. This philosopher posited that God, rather than inertia, lies behind laws of 
motion in scientific essays such as Meteorology and Dioptrics. For 10 points, name this philosopher who 
wrote Discourse on Method and Meditations on First Philosophy and posited "cogito ergo sum." 
ANSWER: Rene _Descartes_ 
 
An American composer with this surname composed song cycles on subjects such as Salomon Andree's 
North Pole balloon expedition and Miss Manners columns, for which he used the term "monodramas." 
This name of the composer of Miss Havisham's Fire and The Aspern Papers is shared with a director who 
created a film in which Kazanian is stabbed by a hot dog vendor while being eaten by rats and Rose Elliot 
is killed by being cut with a piece of glass. That film is the second in the Three Mothers trilogy by a 
director with this surname, that concluded with 2007's Mother of Tears. For 10 points, give this last 
name of the director of The Bird with the Crystal Plumage and Suspiria, whose first name is Dario and 
whose daughter is actress Asia. 
ANSWER: _Argento_ 
 
The NOYB launched prepared lawsuits at the moment that this law came into effect. British Airways has 
paid the largest fine thus far under this law. Violations of this law may be subject to fines of up to four 
percent of the prior year's income. The six lawful bases specified under this law include public task, vital 
interest, and contract. It includes a provision for the reporting of breaches within 72 hours. Most 
websites displayed boilerplate notices regarding the May 2018 effective date of this legislation.  For 10 
points, name this European Union law  on the storage of personal information. 
ANSWER: _GDPR_ or _General Data Protection Regulation_ 
 



The target of this event finished an interview with Jim Laurie and advised photojournalists "be ready 
with your hand camera because this action can be very fast" just before it happened.  The target of this 
event was using a fake passport issued by Rashid Lucman that bore the name "Marcial Bonifacio" as he 
disembarked from China Airlines flight 811. This event was directly ordered by Eduardo Cojuangco and 
carried out by AVSECOM, after which its target was unburied for nine days prior to a funeral mass 
conducted by Jaime Sin. The People Power Revolution was led by the widow of the target of this event 
three years after it happened at Manila International Airport. For 10 points, name this killing of a critic of 
the Ferdinand Marcos regime. 
ANSWER: _assassination_ of Benigno _Aquino_ Jr. 
 
This poem says "You're rich, join Hercules's cult to Mammon's" and claims that an older culture's "panic" 
has been "saved in the footsteps of the great feet of Bacchus."  This poem labels the title man "Rifleman 
the terrible and strong Hunter" and claims he is "missing one thing: God."  This poem warns of a "future 
invader" of "the naïve America who has Indian blood" and "speaks Spanish." This poem, a response to 
the machinations behind Panamanian independence, denounces an "Alejandro Nebuchadnezzar." For 
10 points, name this poem by Ruben Dario denouncing a U.S. president. 
ANSWER: _To Roosevelt_ or _A Roosevelt_ 
 
This city's Harada House is a memorial to the restaurant owner whose lawsuit overturned a 1913 law 
prohibiting non-citizens from owning land.  Frank Miller's Mission Inn was a frequent presidential retreat 
in this city. This city is the center of the largest Metropolitan Statistical Area in the U.S. without a major 
league professional sports team. A university named for this city, which opened the first new public 
research medical school in the U.S. since the 1960s in 2013, was founded as the "Citrus Experiment 
Station" and sits at the foot of the Box Springs Mountains. Along with cities such as Ontario and San 
Bernardino, it comprises the Inland Empire. For 10 points, name this city in southeastern California. 
ANSWER: _Riverside_ 
 
This man was planned to be removed from a presidential ticket due to his involvement with the Serv-U 
Corporation headed by corrupt legislative assistant Bobby Baker.  This man ordered the illegal 
wiretapping of his opponent's campaign plane, resulting in his announcement of the Task Force on 
Peace and Freedom just before his opponent's similar initiative. In the biggest scandal of his presidency, 
this man shared an attorney with a con man who abused a federal cotton subsidy program to scam 
mortgage payments for nonexistent ammonia storage facilities. Billy Sol Estes shared many connections 
in Texas with, for 10 points, what president who miffed  dog owners with a portrait of him picking up his 
beagle by the ears in 1964? 
ANSWER: Lyndon B. _Johnson_ 
 
This man worked with his granddaughter Leah to develop a measurement of performance that improves 
on the Sharpe ratio. This man and Lucas Papademos co-invented the concept of the non-inflationary, as 
opposed to natural, rate of unemployment. A statement attributed to this man says that consumers 
attempt to keep their level of consumption constant and is known as the life-cycle hypothesis. With an 
American student, he put forth a theorem which says that debt-to-equity ratio is irrelevant when valuing 
a firm. For 10 points, name this Italian-born economist who coined a namesake theorem with Merton 
Miller. 
ANSWER: Franco _Modigliani_ 
 



A member of this family founded a film production studio solely to adapt the novel Bless Me, Ultima. A 
member of this family was briefly the namesake of the University of Missouri's basketball stadium but 
had her name removed after it was revealed that she only attended USC and paid her roommate to do 
her homework. The patriarch of this family took over several Ben Franklin's franchises including one in 
Bentonville before using his focus on logistics and small-town locations to expand. For 10 points, name 
this Arkansas-based family descended from Sam and Bud that controls the world's largest retail chain. 
ANSWER: _Walton_s 
 
An election for this office was thrown into scandal by Alfred Worm's article in the magazine Profil. Kurt 
Steyrer lost an election for this office, after which chancellor Fred Sinowatz and foreign minister Leopold 
Gratz resigned in refusal to defend the new holder of this office. Documents showing that a man was 
stationed at Thessaloniki during the massacre of that city's Jewish population were publicized during the 
1986 election for this office. For 10 points, name this office which was won by former U.N. Secretary-
General Kurt Waldheim. 
ANSWER: _president of Austria_ 
 
A couple in this play exchanges the lines "I don't feel like Mavis tonight" and "I never feel like Mavis" 
regarding a character denounced as the "mother of the Philistines." The title character of this play 
comes to oppose the corrupt anti-drug politician Wally O'Hara. Gloria is revealed to be a prostitute, not 
an "international model," in this play and kills herself after Alton Scales breaks off their relationship. The 
title Greenwich Village bohemian reconciles with his wife Iris at the end of this play. For 10 points, name 
this latter of two plays written by Lorraine Hansberry. 
ANSWER: The _Sign in Sidney Brustein's Window_ 
 
The most prominent survivor of this event may have changed his name and become the leader of a 
regional branch of Seicho no le or moved to Shikoku and become a priest. This event took place at the 
headquarters of the Self-Defense Forces' Eastern Command. At the end of this event, Masakatsu Morita 
failed in three attempts at using a sword. The three surviving members of the Shield Society who 
assisted in this event served only four years in prison. Soldiers mocked the speech given by the instigator 
of this event. For 10 points, identify this 1970 event in which the author of ~Spring Snow~ tried to 
overthrow Japanese democracy. 
ANSWER: Yukio _Mishima_'s attempted _coup_ or _suicide_ 
 
Henry Tucker’s song about this man discusses his “bandbox…quite full of fancy goods” and attributes to 
him the quote “to dodge the bullets I will wear my tin-clad crinoline.” This subject of a song about him 
“In Petticoats” was mocked by Reverend J. Barker in a song about him “in prison.” A song fomerly sung 
at University of Pennsylania football games adopts the tune of “John Brown’s Body” and advocates 
hanging this man “from a sour apple tree.” For 10 points, name this president of a self-declared country 
whose suggested national anthems included “Dixie.” 
ANSWER: Jefferson _Davis_ 
 



In a play by this author, a network of vines satirizes the recently invented telephone, and characters are 
based on medieval animal symbols including the title rooster, Chantecler. Arthur Honneger made an 
operatic adaptation of his play about Napoleon II, L’Aiglon. Harvey Schmidt adapted this man’s play 
about families tricking their children into love, The Romanesques, into the Broadway musical The 
Fantasticks. He also wrote a play which coined the word “panache” and features a title character 
supplying words for Christian. For 10 points, name this author of a play about the large-nosed poet 
Cyrano de Bergerac. 
ANSWER: Edmond _Rostand_ 
 
An image of machines located near this food owned by this person was identified as two of the BI-30U/S 
model which retails for $10,465 and is made by the Sub-Zero corporation. Defenders pointed out that 
this person probably keeps this food due to having nine grandchildren. This food owned by this person 
was seen on the April 13 episode of James Corden's Late Late Show, and it included several examples of 
the Jeni brand and at least one box of Dove bars. House Republicans and right-wing media outlets joined 
with rose emoji Twitter to make a really big deal out of, for 10 points, what dessert owned in a large 
quantity by the Speaker of the House? 
ANSWER: Nancy _Pelosi_'s _ice cream_ 
 
In the denominator of the formula used to calculate this value, the number of carbons eluted just before 
the unknown analyte appears in a term subtracted from a term containing the number of carbons 
eluted just after. This value has a linear relationship with the log of the adjusted retention time. A 
homologous series of n-paraffins is used as standards when definining this value, symbolized capital I. 
Hexane has a value of 600 for this measure and heptane has a value of 700. For 10 points, name this 
index value for a scale of polarity used in gas chromotograpy. 
ANSWER: _Kovats_ retention index 
 
The early settlers of this city were divided into “rabbits” and “goats” based on advocating construction 
near or far from a river and tried to name it Possum Trot. In 1963 a student at a university in this city, 
Elbert Hayes, became the first recorded African-American quizbowl participant when a school named for 
this city appeared on ~GE College Bowl~.  Pretty Boy Floyd orchestrated the namesake "massacre" of 
this city in 1933. At the turn of the 20th century, this city had the second-largest stockyards after 
Chicago, and was under the rule of the Pendergast machine. A 1981 walkway collapse killed 114 people 
at a hotel in this city, where Harry Truman first entered politics. For 10 points, name this home city of 
the incumbent Super Bowl champions. 
ANSWER: _Kansas City_, Missouri 
 
A character in this novel is derided for serving food that tastes like soap because she can only afford one 
servant for both cooking and washing. The protagonist of this book considers dressing as Tiepolo's 
version of Cleopatra before settling on Mrs. Lloyd as portrayed by Joshua Reynolds while participating in 
a tableau vivant at the Wellington Brys household that impresses Gerty Farish. Despite a last-minute 
reprieve from debts to Gus Trenor via a check from the estate of Mrs. Peniston,  the central character of 
this novel overdoses on sleeping pills and dies. For 10 points, Lawrence Selden pursues Lily Bart in what 
novel by Edith Wharton? 
ANSWER: ~The _House of Mirth_~ 
 



A character in this film proclaims that greatness cannot be achieved by someone "who relies on the 
doubtful comforts of human love." Another character plans to tell people that he was most happy 
"somewhere on the Mediterranean." At the opening of this film, Julian Craster realizes that Professor 
Palmer has plagiarized him to compose the score to ~Heart of Fire~.  It ends with a spotlight highlighting 
the absence of Vicky Page, who is dying after being struck by a train. For 10 points, name this 1948 
Powell and Pressburger film about a cursed pair of ballet footwear. 
ANSWER: ~The _Red Shoes_~ 
 
In order to opt out of Carrie Baird's ~The Shining~-inspired version of this dish using black sesame ice 
cream over a goat cheese cookie, Bruce Kalman invented a nonsense anecdote about being "afraid of 
seeds" and made it with pomegranate instead. Shirley Chung added toasted cashews, lychees, and 
cherries to a plum wine version of this dish in order to offset overthickening, and Robin Leventhal's 
tribute to Dale Chihuly using a sugar glass on this dish failed disastrously. Brooke Williamson achieved a 
rare success with this dish by basing it on purple daikon and adding chocolate pop rocks and sour 
pineapple curd, and fellow champion Kelsey Barnard Clark also pulled off this dish during Season 16's 
Restaurant Wars. Sweet cream cooked with gelatin is the basic recipe of, for 10 points, what dessert 
which has proven the undoing of numerous ~Top Chef~ contestants? 
ANSWER: _panna cotta_ 
 
This structure was originally built at the Udayagiri Caves before being transferred in the early 11th 
century, possibly by Anangpal of the Tomara dynasty. Its oldest inscription is similar to that on a 
sandstone object near Allahabad. The unusual amount of phosphorus in this structure has created a 
three-stage passive film that prevents it from corroding. Chandragupta II first built and inscribed, for 10 
points, what pole that uses archaic Sanskrit and has not rusted in 1600 years? 
ANSWER: _Iron pillar of Delhi_ 
 
A local women's shelter is named for this man's last surviving child, Princess Angeline. This man was the 
leader of an 1847 massacre at Port Townsend that exterminated the Chimakum. He was allowed to 
maintain residence in the Old Man House at Agate Passage by his longtime friend Doc Maynard. This 
man, who was known as Le Gros to fur traders, led the Suquamish from around 1850 to 1866. Isaac 
Stevens is the address of an unverifiable "letter" from this man which asks "the great chief in 
Washington" to respect the environment. For 10 points, identify this namesake of a Pacific Northwest 
city. 
ANSWER: Chief _Seattle_ 
 
Patrick Anderson said that a new budget for this institution could severely impact suicide prevention 
efforts in the Rural Community Action Program that this institution hosts. As part of changes to funding 
for this institution, the Museum of the North may close. This institution's board chair, John Davies, 
negotiated a more gradual funding cut with governor Mike Dunleavy. This system began as a community 
college serving Elmendorf Air Force Base. A "southeast" campus that extends to Ketchikan and Sitka may 
be one of the closures caused by massive 2019 budgets cuts to, for 10 points, what university system 
whose main campus is in Anchorage? 
ANSWER: University of _Alaska_ 
 



George Switzer persuaded Harry Winston to donate this object in 1958, at which time it was insured for 
$145 as registered mail. This object includes a soldered bail which was once used to attach it to the Star 
of the East and other items owned by Evelyn MacLean.  Trace amounts of boron give this item, which 
was cut from the Tavernier Blue in 1791, its color. For 10 points, the U.S. Museum of Natural History 
now owns what supposedly cursed gemstone once worn by Marie Antoinette? 
ANSWER: _Hope diamond_ 
 
This god is seen on a chrysocolla and turqoise-inlayed gold nariguera. This mythological character is 
often depicted holding the "tumi" knife in one hand and is occasionally represented as a blood-sucking 
spider.  The skeletons discovered at Huaca de la Luna were probably sacrifices to this deity. This usually 
half-jaguar was worshipped at Cerro Blanco by a culture that withered over the course of the seventh 
century AD. In recent years, this god has come to be viewed as identical to the much less excitingly 
named Ai Apaec. For 10 points, give this former descriptive name for the chief god of a pre-Incan 
Peruvian culture. 
ANSWER: _Moche Decapitator_ God [or _Ai Apaec_ until "Ai Apaec" is read] 
 
Soldiers who died in this conflict are momorialized by the Cross of Sorrow.  The false flag shelling of 
Mainila was a pretext for this war, which violated a nonagression pact signed 19 years earlier at Tartu. 
The tank battle of Honkaniemi occurred during this war, in which 500 people were killed by Simo Häyhä, 
a sniper known as the "white death." The Mannerheim Line was breached at the start of this war, whose 
participants fought again shortly after in the Continuation War. For 10 points, name this 1939 conflict 
between the USSR and Finland. 
ANSWER: _Winter_ War 
 
This man briefly fled to Cuba after intervening in an argument about James Scanlon's call on Bingo 
DeMoss and being arrested. This man's biographer Jeremy Beer posted a 2019 analysis which included a 
career .347/.418/.806 slashline for this player against MLB pitchers. As a player-manager in the 1930s 
this man managed Cool Papa Bell, Satchel Paige, and Josh Gibson on the Pittsburgh Crawfords. In the 
2001 New Historical Baseball Abstract, Bill James's fourth-best baseball player of all time was, for 10 
points, what center fielder who played in the Negro Leagues for 26 years? 
ANSWER: Oscar _Charleston_ 
 
A 2019 film shot entirely in and along this river by Anabel Rodríguez Ríos depicts the environmental 
effects of political conflict in the town of Congo Mirador. This river flows into a lake which names a "dry 
forests" region and itself the namesake of "moist forests." A phenomenon named for this river appears 
on the flag of Zulia state and may be related to the unique presence of uranium and methane at the 
mouth of this river; that phenomenon, which can occur up to 280 times per hour on about half the 
nights of the year, is this river's namesake lightning. For 10 points, name this river which flows into Lake 
Maracaibo in Venezuela. 
ANSWER: _Catatumbo_ River 
 
During this period, authors such as John Osborne and Friedrich Hayek were reprinted in the 
underground Grey and Yellow Books. This era's use of the "Black Seven Categories" was criticized in an 
essay attributed to the "Family Background Study Group." Campaigns launched during this period 
included "Eliminate the Office of National President" and "Destroy the Four Olds." At its start, the author 
of ~Hai Rui Dismissed from Office~ was imprisoned. Jiang Qing was a major leader of, for 10 points, what 
late 1960s movement to intensify communist ideological purity in China? 
ANSWER: _Cultural Revolution_ 



 
This man's writings include a children's play about Sts. Peter and Paul which cast all the students at his 
son's school.  In one of his poems, he wrote "let him who would be happy, seize the moment, for 
tomorrow will never come."  He collected his poems and his own notes on them alongside 
autobiographical essays in the ~Il Commento~.  For 10 points, name this prolific poet who was the 
effective head of state in Florence from 1469 to 1492. 
ANSWER: _Lorenzo de Medici_ or _Lorenzo the Magnificent_ 
 
A 200-foot example at Tham Xe Biang Fai is the longest known instance of a type of formation often 
seen in this environment, which has the appearance of stairs extending into flowstone and is known as 
gour or rimstone. Twelve scalene triangle faces are considered the ideal form of dogtooth spar, another 
kind of formation found in these places. An oddly cream-like precipitate from limestone found in these 
places is known as moonmilk. For 10 points, name this environment where speleothems, such as 
stalactites and stalagmites, are found. 
ANSWER: _cave_s 
 
This thinker posited that the principles of "vision and division" constitute the "nomos" of each group of 
interactions between "incumbents and insurgents." His notion of "hexis" refers to body posture and 
speech accent as it contributes to the set of mimetically acquired behaviors that constitute a related 
kind of system. This author's ~The Logic of Practice~ explained those concepts of "fields" and "habitus." 
For 10 points, name this sociologist who wrote about the influence of cultural capital on standards of 
taste in ~Distinction~. 
ANSWER: Pierre _Bourdieu_ 
 
During musical performances in this culture, compensation is usually received through the pasting of 
"le" money to the bandleader's forehead, a practice known as "spraying." This group may use an 
ensemble of "omele" drums following a lead "iya lu" or recreate the same arrangement with electric 
guitars to play "juju." The "fuji" genre is the most popular among this group, which includes the 
inventors of sakara, highlife, and Afrobeat. Isiah Kehinde Dairo and Fela Kuti were musicians from, for 10 
points, what west African ethnic group? 
ANSWER: _Yoruba_  
 
A set of seven planks designed to help corporations achieve this goal was designed by the former head 
of the 10-36 Plan and the Progress Plaza who sat on the board of General Motors. Using universities to 
achieve this goal was the object of an organization founded at Berkeley by Ramon Sevilla that quickly 
spread to Hampshire College. This goal motivated the "Sullivan Principles" and an act sponsored by 
Howard Wolpe and Ron Dellums that was passed over Ronald Reagan's veto. The "constructive 
engagement" policy was replaced by the late 1980s with a sanctions regime aimed at, for 10 points, 
what dismantling of a discriminatory social system in South Africa? 
ANSWER: _ending apartheid_ 
 



This man led a camp of soldiers at Tamynae that won a surprise victory against Callias of Euboea and 
then captured Zaretra. This man asked "Why provoke this Macedonian who is full of limitless ambition?" 
while denouncing the anti-Alexander rhetoric of Demosthenes. The Parallel Lives contrasts this 
politician, who was installed as governor after his city was conquered by Antipater, with Cato the 
Younger. His downfall came when Polyperchon ascended to the Macedonian throne and he attempted 
to intrigue with Nicanor. For 10 points, name this 45-time strategos of Athens who was ultimately 
executed in 318 BC. 
ANSWER: _Phocion_ 
 
On the shores of this body of water, D.A. Puccio and R.D. Kirpatrick sculpted a locomotive out of 
driftwood as part of the Emeryville mudflat sculptures. Groucho Marx slant-rhymed the name of an 
island in this body of water with "unveilin' the Trylon" to commemorate an event that included two 
rounds of the first NCAA basketball tournament and the building of the Court of Pacifica on this body's 
artificial Treasure Island. The more western of two 1939 World's Fairs was held within this body of 
water, which is spanned by a two-segment bridge designed by Charles Purcell that partially collapsed 
during the World Series earthquake of 1989 and incorporates Yerba Buena Island. The Pacific Ocean is 
connected by the Golden Gate to, for 10 points, what body of water whose eastern shore includes 
Oakland? 
ANSWER: _San Francisco Bay_ 
 
An innovative piece of Wikipedia vandalism erroneously claims that this director is scheduled to make a 
big-budget remake of the thirteen-episode 1985 children's cartoon The Wuzzles. This director's films in 
the 2010s included an adaptation of Diane Ackerman's book about Antonina Żabińska's heroism during 
the Holocaust and a Kevin Costner movie about coaching a Hispanic track team. In this director's most 
acclaimed film, the protagonist recovers a rei puta from the ocean and defies Koro to learn to fight with 
a taiaha stick before performing the title action on a pod that has beached near her home village. Paikea 
Apirana was portrayed by Keisha Castle-Hughes in that film by this director of the upcoming live-action 
Mulan remake. For 10 points, name this New Zealand director of Whale Rider. 
ANSWER: Niki _Caro_ 
 
This man represented Cleveland as "Buffland" in a novel that features Alice Belding averting a murder by 
spying on her neighbors with opera glasses and shrieking just before Andrew Jackson Offitt can kill 
Arthur Farnham with Sam Sleeny's hammer. As a poet, he celebrated European revolutionary 
movements in "The Prayer of the Romans" and "Sunrise in the Place de la Concorde" and achieved his 
greatest critical approval with the Pike County Ballads. His best-selling literary effort was a ten-volume 
biography co-written with John Nicolay and based on his time as personal secretary to Abraham Lincoln. 
For 10 points, name this author of the novel The Breadwinners who reflected on the "splendid little war" 
with Spain that he helped win as ambassador to the U.K., shortly before negotiating the independence 
of Panama with Tomás Herrán as Theodore Roosevelt's Secretary of State. 
ANSWER: John _Hay_ 
 



In a wide shot near the end of his first appearance, this character is seen wearing a microphone 
transmitter above a belt and holding hands with a bolo tied-man who earlier complained of being 
"kicked in the yonson." This character performs his signature action right before the phrase "coming 
soon to bootleg DVD" is heard. He is introduced immediately after a yellow velour-clad man who 
advocates "if a Dracula is chasing you, turn around and trip the bitch" and before a man in a purple suit 
and a cowboy hat who asks about "eating dookie." Commentary on such themes as "New York vs L.A." is 
provided by, for 10 points, what Zach Galifinakis-played character who has no speaking lines and 
appears on screen for a total of twelve seconds in the SNL Kings of Catchphrase Comedy sketch? 
ANSWER: Pete "Airhorn" _Schultz_ (accept _Airhorn_) 
 
A scandal named for people with this religious title was blamed on John Hazard rather than the true 
instigator, cinematographer John Noel.  A group of "dancing" people with this title were escorted to the 
London Zoo to meet animals and used to promote the 1924 documentary The Epic of Everest. The 
holder of a prestigious degree of this title, Gedhun Choekyi Nyima, has not been seen since being taken 
into government custody in 1995. The "Panchen" is the second-ranking holder of this title. For 10 points, 
give this title whose highest-ranking holder formerly sat at Potala Palace in Lhasa and is the Dalai. 
ANSWER: _lama_s 
 
A sociology book with this phrase in its title was published with a new 90-page preface analyzing the 
surprising decline of Catholic influence on urban politics and contained a chapter on Irish identity 
written by Daniel Patrick Moynihan. That study of the persistence of ethnic consciousness in New York 
City by Nathan Glazer is titled "beyond" this concept. A list of tired metaphors that includes this phrase 
juxtaposes its usage regarding an article of clothing to "the fascist octopus sings its swan song." George 
Orwell's "Politics and the English Language" discusses putting a "jackboot" into one of these things, 
which name a 1908 play about the Jewish immigrant Quixano family by Israel Zangwill. For 10 points, 
name this high-temperature cooking vessel used as a metaphor for assimilating into American society or 
as an actual receptacle for serving fondue. 
ANSWER: _melting pot_ 
 
A FastCompany article traces the origin of these devices to Lien-teh Wu's work in Manchuria in 1910. 3M 
designer Sara Little Turnbull pioneered the modern version of this device in 1972, and its mass-scale 
manufacture was enabled by Peter Tsai's research at the University of Tennessee in 1995. Taiwan 
banned the export of these items in January 2020. These devices use melt blowing to produce a 
nonwoven polypropylene. Shaving of facial hair and user seal checks should be performed before 
wearing, for 10 points, what disposable respirators which provide effective protection against 
coronavirus transmission? 
ANSWER: _N95_ masks (prompt on _masks_) 
 
An event named for this building caused the passage of the Bannmeile Decree and occurred when 
striking workers protesting the Works Council Act were violently opposed by the Sipo in 1920.  This 
namesake of a "bloodbath" is the subject of a Brown Book by Willi Münzenberg and appears in a 1945 
photo taken by Yevgeny Khaldei.  Future Bulgarian dictator Georgi Dmitrov was put on trial following 
another incident at this building which was mainly blamed on Marinus van der Lubbe and led to the 
passage of the Enabling Act. For 10 points, name this building which was set on fire in Berlin in 1933. 
ANSWER: _Reichstag_ 
 



A Renaissance author in this language wrote the autobiographical romance Maiden and Modest under 
the pen name "Bimnarder." Three women with the same first name who wrote in this language 
collaborated on a volume called its "new letters" in 1972, denouncing Catholic moral policing and 
colonialism. A man dons a jacket and follows an author to a graveyard in a novel in this language which 
fictionalizes the author of The Book of Disquiet. For 10 points, name this language in which The Year of 
the Death of Ricardo Reis discusses Fernando Pessoa and was written by Jose Saramago.  
ANSWER: _Portuguese_ 
 
Thomas Edison's Johnstown factory produced eleven tons of this substance each day. Hugo Schweitzer's 
attempt to use front companies to buy the entire American supply of this substance was foiled when 
Schweitzer left a briefcase containing plans on a train being monitored by the Secret Service. This 
subject of a namesake "great plot" during World War I was used to coat plastic phonograph records, to 
create explosive picric acid, and in the manufacture of aspirin by Bayer. For 10 points, name this 
aromatic compound with formula C6H5OH. 
ANSWER: _phenol_ 
 
This man co-wrote a book on environmentalist actions within the borders of New York City along with 
Sidney Horenstein, called Concrete Jungle. This collector of over 500 nineteenth-century cornets 
discussed the implications of being an unprecedented “global species” in his 1995 book Dominion. He 
argued for an "extension" of an idea advanced by Julian Huxley, Theodosius Dobzhanky, and Ernst Mayr 
in Unfinished Synthesis, which advocates adding such notions as saltations to a major theory. In 1972 he 
co-wrote a paper offering “an alternative to phyletic gradualism.” For 10 points, name this co-inventor 
of the punctuated equilibrium theory with Stephen Jay Gould. 
ANSWER: Niles _Eldredge_ 
 
Duncan Renaldo played this character in the first TV show filmed in color for seven seasons in the 1950s. 
Cesar Romero, Warner Baxter, and Gilbert Roland were among the frequent portrayers of this character 
in a 27-film series lasting from 1914 to 1950.  In this character’s first appearance, we learn that he “had 
killed six men in more or less fair scrimmages, had murdered twice as many (mostly Mexicans), and had 
winged a larger number whom he modestly forbore to count. Therefore a woman loved him.” Sandridge 
is manipulated into kiling Tonia by this man in “The Caballero’s Way” by O. Henry. For 10 points, name 
this horse-riding antihero of the Mexican border. 
ANSWER: the _Cisco_ Kid 
 
The current holder of this office won a lawsuit against the health ministry over construction dust at the 
House on the Embankment and released a poorly edited photo eliminating his expensive Breguet watch. 
The current holder of this office oversees an enormous tax-free cigarette importation business that has 
profited over 1.5 billion dollars during his term. After an eighteen-year period in which this office was 
abolished, it was given to Sergius in 1943 in an attempt to rally support for the Great Patriotic War. Kirill 
is the current holder of, for 10 points, what office whose holder Nikon issued reforms that caused the 
Old Believer schism? 
ANSWER: Metropolitan, Patriarch, or Archbishop of _Moscow_ 
 



A city in this state celebrates a holiday every October 21 in honor of a 1943 invention by Ignacio Anaya. 
This home of the International Day of the Nacho in Piedras Negras. The Antonio Narro Agrarian 
Autonomous University has campuses in both of this state's two largest cities. The largest city in this 
state is the namesake of a decorative tile that comes in colors such as Spanish Mission Red. Torreón and 
Saltillo are found in, for 10 points, what Mexican state between Nuevo Leon and Chihuahua that borders 
south central Texas from the Big Bend eastward? 
ANSWER: Free and Sovereign State of _Coahuila_ de Zaragoza 
 
Mao Zedong told this person that China was willing to suffer 300 million deaths in order to annex 
Taiwan.  This man won a long power struggle with Boris Ponomarev's "International Department." This 
man’s frequent use of his veto power on the Security Council earned him the nickname “Mr. Nyet.” 
During Leonid Brezhnev's incapacity, this man and Dmitry Ustinov co-held power before Yuri Andropov's 
formal ascension. He signed the ABM and SALT treaties before being replaced by Eduard Shevardnadze. 
For 10 points, name this Soviet foreign minister from 1957 to 1985. 
ANSWER: Andrei _Gromyko_ 
 
Pioneering electrical engineer Edith Clarke invented a mechanical version of this device in 1925.  The 
first consumer version of this device was the fx-7000g introduced in 1985, by the same company that 
manufactures the touchscreen-based ClassPad line today. Programs which run on these devices may be 
acquired from Kerm Martian's Cemetech. Software packages which may drive these devices include 
Derive and NSpire. The HP-28s, which use Reverse Polish notation, were the first models of these 
devices to contain a computer algebra system. Casio and Texas Instruments manufacture, for 10 points, 
what classroom tools that include the TI-83? 
ANSWER: _graphing calculators_ 
 
On this man's deathbed, his longtime goal of ending the "remplacement" system and instituting 
universal service of firstborn sons in the military was finally ratified. This man patronized public works 
such as the Hippodrome Wellington and Laeken Castle, earning the epithet "Builder King." Anarchist 
Gennaro Rubino tried to assassinate this man, whose general Louis-Napoleon Chaltin won the Battle of 
Rejaf. This man was denounced by John Harris and Roger Casement for the source of his wealth, which 
involved the Force Publique cutting off hands. For 10 points, name this beneficary of the "rubber 
atrocities" in his personal monarchial colony of the Congo Free State. 
ANSWER: _Leopold II_ 
 
This man urged the U.S. to join World War I in his poem "A Message to America." This man's likeness is 
on the statue in Place des États-Unis honoring Americans who fought in France during World War I. In a 
favorite poem of JFK, this man wrote of an event "when springs brings back blue days and fair" that 
occurred to him in reality during the Battle of the Somme. This man wrote the war poem "I Have a 
Rendezvous with Death." For 10 points, name this "American Rupert Brooke" whose nephew was a 
Stalinist folk singer that recorded "If I Have a Hammer" and "Where Have All the Flowers Gone?" 
ANSWER: Alan _Seeger_ 
 



These items were introduced in 1967 by the Guaranteed Pure company and took off because they were 
easily adapted to a new metrification initiative. These items must be placed inside a durable Kankomat 
or Jugit before being used and generally are opened using a specialied tool called the Snippit. The most 
common use of these items in the U.S. is at the Kwik Trip chain of convenience stores, which sells them 
in a half-gallon size. In the country most iconically known for using these items, they are sold in a triple 
pack containing three 1.33-liter units. For 10 points, name these containers used to distribute milk in 
Canada. 
ANSWER: milk _bag_s 
 
A parody which adds a single letter to this phrase was used to subtitle a 2003 article for Cabinet 
magazine which claims that the U.S. ban on Kinder Eggs is designed to prevent an object which "displays 
too openly the inherent structure of a commodity" from reaching Americans. A book titled for this 
seven-word phrase labels the Israeli-Arab conflict the "symptomal knot" of the modern world, suggests 
that fascism is an "obscene superego supplement" to liberalism, and posits that big-budget disaster 
movies constituted a "libidinal investment" in a subconscious desire for 9/11 to happen. This phrase 
incorporates the name coined for a place which is "no longer those of the Empire, but our own" in 
conclusion to a 1991 passage ruminating on the Borges short story "On Exactitude in Science." In a 1999 
film, this seven-word phrase follows the line "This is the world as it exists today" in a long monologue 
describing "The Construct" and the enslavement of human beings in a computer program. For 10 points, 
give this seven-word phrase, which expands on a notion introduced in Simulacra and Simulation by Jean 
Baudrillard, is spoken by Morpheus in The Matrix, and titles a 2002 book by Slavoj Žižek. 
ANSWER: _welcome to the desert of the real_ [Zizek's article "Human Rights in a Chocolate Egg" is 
subtitled "Welcome to the Dessert of the Real."] 
 
The protagonist of a novel by this author observes bruises on the legs of his dwarf ex-lover Treckie. Benn 
takes a honeymoon at the North Pole after Uncle Vilitzer swindles the Crader family out of their 
inheritance in that novel by him. This author wrote about Billy Rose's fundraiser for Holocaust victims in 
The Bellarosa Connection. This writer of More Die of Heartbreak created a character who visits the 
Arnewi village and attempts to rid a cistern of frogs in a novel about a well-off middle aged man who 
suffers a spiritual crisis and goes to Africa. For 10 points, name this writer of Henderson the Rain King. 
ANSWER: Saul _Bellow_ 
 


